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It’s no secret that humans and apes share a host of traits, from the tribal communities we form to our irrepressible

curiosity. We have a common ancestor, scientists tell us, so it’s natural that we act alike. But not all of these parallels

are so appealing: the chimpanzee, for example, can be as vicious and manipulative as any human.

Yet there’s more to our shared primate heritage than just our violent streak. In Our Inner ApeOur Inner Ape, Frans de Waal, one of

the world’s great primatologists and a renowned expert on social behavior in apes, presents the provocative idea that

our noblest qualities generosity, kindness, altruism are as much a part of our nature as are our baser instincts. After

all, we share them with another primate: the lesser-known bonobo. As genetically similar to man as the chimpanzee,

the bonobo has a temperament and a lifestyle vastly different from those of its genetic cousin. Where chimps are

aggressive, territorial, and hierarchical, bonobos are gentle, loving, and erotic (sex for bonobos is as much about

pleasure and social bonding as it is about reproduction).

While the parallels between chimp brutality and human brutality are easy to see, de Waal suggests that the

conciliatory bonobo is just as legitimate a model to study when we explore our primate heritage. He even connects

humanity’s desire for fairness and its morality with primate behavior, offering a view of society that contrasts

markedly with the caricature people have of Darwinian evolution. It’s plain that our finest qualities run deeper in our

DNA than experts have previously thought.

Frans de Waal has spent the last two decades studying our closest primate relations, and his observations of each
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species in Our Inner ApeOur Inner Ape encompass the spectrum of human behavior. This is an audacious book, an engrossing

discourse that proposes thought-provoking and sometimes shocking connections among chimps, bonobos, and

those most paradoxical of apes, human beings.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Power, sex, violence and kindness: these four broad-spectrum categories encompass much of human behavior, so it's

only fitting that they're also the primary subject material for Frans de Waal's (The Ape and The Sushi Master) book

Our Inner Ape. The few (but deeply detailed) chapters are a mesmerizing read that spans biology, child psychology,

postmodern theorists and fundamental morality, using tales of stern chimps, and sexy bonobos to examine humans'

place between them. In the process, he examines why we need to know our place in the world, how our body language

communicates feelings, and where the roots of empathy lie in mammalian life.

De Waal's respect for both his readers and his research subjects come shining through in the simple clarity he uses

when describing both the endless sex of bonobo apes and the heartrending violence occasionally present in chimp

hierarchal structure. By illustrating his points with a mixture of straight-from-research experiences and jokes at the

expense of modern politicians, he keeps his ideas compelling for anyone with a basic understanding of evolutionary

science without drifting towards the academic drone that could be expected of by a researcher of his experience.

You won't find specific conclusions concerning human nature, but instead a gentle, almost rambling look at two

primate species with vastly different social networks and how, perhaps, humanity can learn from each to our

benefit. A few of de Waal's lovely duotone photos (My Family Album: 30 Years of Primate Photography grace the

end of the book, featuring close-up shots of the folks he's been writing about--chimps like Yeroen, Nikkie and Mama,

and bonobo Kuif and adopted daughter Roosje are downright thrilling to see after reading such interesting stories

about their lives. Jill Lightner
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